CASE STUDY:

NRL Group Limited
Reducing operational
and legal costs while
providing a defensible
eDiscovery solution

COMPANY PROFILE

CHALLENGES

NRL Group Limited is a leading recruitment firm with
multiple operations and offices in the United Kingdom.
They invest in state of the art systems and information
technology, which facilitates growth through a wide
range of industries nationwide, such as Aerospace,
Chemical, Construction, Defense, Nucleaur, Oil & Gas,
Pharmaceutical, Telecommunications and Utilities.
With proactive recruitment tactics in a number of
different fields, NRL provides a strong reputation for
integrity and openness through a client-focused service.

1. Completing the migration to Enterprise Vault.
cloud without negatively impacting the daily
operations of NRL employees, specifically their
bandwidth and access to system resources

SUMMARY
While searching for vendors to help them migrate
their legacy archives to Enterprise Vault, they were
referred to Globanet for their expertise in archive
migrations and implementation of Veritas solutions.
Through initial consultation, Globanet identified the
need for NRL to migrate their Enterprise Vault
on-premise archives to Enterprise Vault.cloud.
This type of data migration would move all of the
desired data from the EV archive into Enterprise
Vault.cloud.

2. Assisting the migration, while still maintaining
chain of custody on their on their existing records

GLOBANET MIGRATE MEETS
THE CHALLENGE
Through the use of Globanet Migrate, Globanet’s
data migration product, specifically designed from
the ground up for archive migrations, NRL Group
Limited was able to smoothly transition their legacy
archives to a purely hosted service with little software
and absolutely no hardware. The extraction of the
on-premise archive data and loading of that data
to the cloud solution was accurately translated
without reducing bandwidth or system resources
through precise data migration phases. Globanet
Migrate was also able to uphold and preserve the
chain of custody on NRL’s existing records, which
was an underlying factor in why NRL chose
Globanet as a solution provider.

BENEFITS
NRL Group Limited acquired numerous benfefits
through the use of Globanet products and consulting
expertise. The ability to move into Enterprise Vault.cloud
allowed the company to store and index a variety
of correspondence types through a searchable online
repository. This key feature not only accelerates legal
and HR inquiries, but preserves emails for lawsuits
and legal holds, as an eDiscovery service. Enterprise
Vault.cloud improved overall operations, has no mailbox
size limit for end users and requires minimal maintenance.
Globanet Migrate supports multiple data types through
a seamless process that ensures chain of custody. The
NRL team was extremely pleased with Globanet’s rich
reporting and dedication to completing the migration
in an efficient and accurate manner. Paul Murphy, IT
Director at NRL Group Limited stated “Globanet did
exactly what we needed them to do, and were able
to successfully migrate all the required archives into
Enterprise Vault.cloud in a seamless and efficient manner.
We wish more consulting firms operated in the same
manner as Globanet with accuracy and professionalism. I
would definitely recommend them for data migrations and
would work with them again.”

CONCLUSION
NRL Group Limited is now protected from on-premise
disasters, and has greatly reduced the risk of losing data
through rapid recovery of the product. As an expert solution
provider, Globanet’s services require a predictable and flat
service fee with low up-front investment and total cost
of ownership. The operational costs of the company will
be positively impacted through the course of time by the
effectiveness of Enterprise Vault.cloud and its eDiscovery
preparedness. The NRL Group is one example that
correlates with thousands of other scenarios that
companies struggle with to find a resolution for.
It is imperative for companies of all sizes to strategically
identify their archiving needs, while also ensuring
a cost-effective way to securely administer such processes.
Globanet’s products and consulting services are exemplary
models for securely managing and migrating company data.
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ABOUT GLOBANET
Globanet is a leader in Data Governance Solutions
including Capture, Archive, eDiscovery, Data Migration
and Third-Party Designation Services. Founded in 1996,
Globanet is a pioneer in sophisticated compliance
solutions that are incredibly simple to use, but whose
value goes far beyond the way organizations manage
and govern their data.
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